
The Art of
Digital Out of Home 



WHO WE ARE

Simply putting your creative 
out there isn’t enough

Art directors, graphic designers and everyone else in the fight for 

consumer attention: we all know that simply putting any creative out there 

isn’t going to cut it. This one's for you! 

Before we can convey our message, we need to grab the attention. 

Programmatic DOOH provides us with lots of ways to do precisely that. We 

can seduce with animations, videos, bright lights, data and automation. We 

can choose to use various visual stimuli and pick and choose the most 

relevant ones, depending on context, moment and location.

Mesmerising, isn’t it?

This guide contains six (neuro)visual insights translated into practical design 

tips on effectively utilising the exciting visual toolkit that digital out of home 

screens provide.

A helping hand, supporting you in creating advertisements that work for your 

brand. Creatives that not only catch, but also hold the attention. 

 

Designing a smart piece of art, that is what this guide is for!



DOOH CREATION SIX INSIGHTS
INSIGHTS FOR SMART 
DOOH ART

1 Contrasting colours stand out
2 The brain processes images faster
3 Self-relevant information is prioritised
4 No one-size-fits-all (screens)
5 Humans are more alert to moving objects
6 Too much branding does not kill an ad



1. Contrasting colours 
stand out 



WHO WE ARE

Colour is a signal our brain perceives quickly and processes 

automatically. That makes colour a powerful visual 

instrument.

However, the effect of a specific colour strongly depends 

on the colours it is surrounded with. For example, the 

difference between yellow and orange (figure 1) is less 

strong than the difference between yellow and black (figure 

2). This difference is called contrast.

Neuroscientific experiments show us that visuals with a 

contrasting colour pattern will capture more attention.

It is therefore important to be aware of the physical 

surrounding(s) of the digital out-of-home campaign, 

ensuring the most effective colour is selected within the 

creative design. 

Colour is the most powerful 
driver for attention

Figure 1 Figure 2



Below the same creative in two different colours. Figure 3 works with contrast 
through yellow letters on a black background. Figure 4 has a yellow background. 
Can you predict which ad stands out more?

Figure 3 (black) Figure 4 (yellow)



Figure 3 (black) Figure 4 (yellow)

Through computational modelling we are able to predict which locations will be 
looked at the most. These are displayed below as the coloured areas below. 
The model predicts the creative with the yellow background will stand out more and 
will therefore grab most attention.



Figure 6 (roadside) Figure 7 (bus shelter)

The images below display how the contrast of a single creative can differ per location 
and environment. The creative in the on the roadside metropole (figure 6) has the 
biggest contrast with its surroundings. The black border offered by the object it is 
displayed on as well as the urban environment both contribute to the way this ad stands 
out. The creative is still contrasted in figure 6 but the creative has also been adapted to 
have more impact



2. The brain processes 
images faster
 



WHO WE ARE

Humans only need a split second to recognise an image or 

concept. Additionally, neuroscientists have found that we 

process and store images into our long-term memory just 

seconds after.

Integrating a product or visual device can help with:

1) Conveying a message quicker, especially in 

fast-moving contexts.

2) Securing a message, product or brand within 

the long-term memory.

Including an image or visual can also strengthen the power 

of a creative if it can be associated with your brand, product 

or service. Examples are a cheering person for a lottery 

brand or app store icons for apps.

Our brain can process an image within 
13 milliseconds

NEW:
COCONUT
LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT

NEW:
COCONUT
LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT



Figure 8 (without product visual) Figure 9 (with product visual)

The example below demonstrates the impact of a DOOH creative 
with a visual in comparison with a solely copy-driven ad. The phone 
and app store illustrations immediately clarify that the product 
concerns an app. 



3. Self-relevant information 
is prioritised

 



WHO WE ARE

Have you ever been chatting to someone at a birthday party, 

when you suddenly hear your name being mentioned in 

another conversation across the room? 

This phenomenon is called the Cocktail Party Effect. It 

demonstrates how our brain prioritises information that is 

important to us at that moment. This is why it helps to 

mention relevant (visual) information in advertisements, 

including city names and landmarks.

Programmatic DOOH in combination with HTML5 offers the 

opportunity to automatically adapt visual information and 

triggers based on data and targeting. 

This enables marketers to display a relevant creative across 

the UK and Europe.

We notice information that is relevant to us 
quicker

HEY 
LONDON!

HEY 
PEOPLE!



Figuur 10 (Cold day) Figuur 11 (Rainy day)

A trigger that offers a wide range of relevant visual adaptations is the 
weather. Dry and sunny? Show the sun or play into cooling off (figure 
10). Rain? mention or display it and offer a ‘dry’ solution ( figure 11).   



Figure  (time of day/location example: street
copy: ‘The night is young Stoke Newington’)

Figure location: Thursday afternoon
copy: ‘`Got plans tonight Westfield?’)

 

Below an example of how multiple, context-based creatives were 
used within one campaign. Contexts included location and time of 
day.



4. No one-size fits all 
(screen)
 



WHO WE ARE

There is a multitude of different digital out-of-home screens on many sites across 

the UK. This often results in one campaign having various creative specifications 

and guidelines.

Firstly, the exterior of screens differs. There’s verticals (1080x1920), billboards 

(1792x1042) and sizes that are similar to mobile medium rectangle ads (720x576). 

These dimensions have an influence on the hierarchy and composition of the 

visual elements in your DOOH creative. 

When an object includes a border around the screen this could influence the 

colour scheme, as we’ve learned in chapter 1.

Finally, the possible dwelltime differs per location. Adapt the amount of 

information based on the time passersby have. How much information can and do 

you want to transit in the available time?

Marketers can make a difference by taking these physical factors into account. 

This ensures the impact of every contact with passerby and ad is maximised. 

Every OOH object has its own 
location-bound specifications



Figure 14 (vertical) Figure 15 (billboard wall) Figure 16 (billboard medium)

RESOLUTION
Rather than manually adapting ads to fit the multitude of available 
resolutions, HTML5 combined with CSS and Javascript can automatically 
ensure the right creative size is displayed.



Figure 17 (5m distance) Figure 18 (15m distance)

DISTANCE
Check if the ad works from various distances. Out-of-home media owners often have 
campaign simulators on their websites. This tool allows you to upload your creative 
to see how it will look from different angles in the real world.   



DWELLTIME
Adapt the creative based on the average passerby time. Objects around train 
stations and bus stops usually have longer dwell times and offer a window of 
opportunity for interaction, like scanning a QR code (figure 19). Screens near 
highways generally allow for a shorter dwelltime: messages and call-to-actions 
should be short and sweet.

Figure 19 (at a bus stop, with QR-code) Figure 20 (Next to the highway, without QR-code)



INTERACTIONS
HTML5 ads on digital screens with high dwelltime offer the opportunity to show 
passersby a relevant and interactive experience with your brand, service or 
product. The possibilities are endless: from buying products to playing a game 
or taking a selfie.  

Figure 21 
 

Figure 22



5. Humans are more alert to 
moving objects
 



WHO WE ARE

Motion is, like colour, a very important trigger for our brain as 

movements in our surroundings could be life threatening. 

Think of a nearing car or an aggressive dog. Our brains are 

‘programmed’ in such way that we pay immediate attention to 

detected motion.  

Digital screens enable marketers to play into this primary 

trigger as a lot of objects allow for motion in the creative. Think 

of snippets from a TVC, animations and certain elements that 

suddenly appear or subtly fade out.

Not every object is suitable for motion in the creative. Some 

locations only allow static ads or the dwelltime could be too 

short to be able to deliver the message through a video.

To avoid passersby missing key information, it is advised to 

adapt the type of motion based on the average passerby time. 

The Animation Cheat Sheet on the next page has been 

created to help you do exactly that.

Motion is programmed in our
brain as potential danger

Video

Elements like text, shapes or products appear in 

and out of the frame.

Graphic motion

Snippets of the OVC or TVC, possible with 

subtitles or text-overlays appearing.

Elements change from still to moving objects; ike 

buttons, elements that rotate or pulse or an 

image that slowly zooms in (looming motion).

Effects



DOOH Animation Cheat sheet
Are animated or video 

creatives allowed? Yep!Nope.

Technical specifications of every object 
can be found in the S+A platform. What is the average dwell 

time? 

Mainly short
0 - 4 sec CombinationMainly longer

E.g.: highways and roads, 
shopping malls and offices

E.g.: rail, in-store and service 
stations

E.g.: stations, malls, airports 
and intersections

One-frame 
creative 

Brand, key message and 
visual on screen 

continuously.

Typ(e): motion (looming, 
pulse, rotate, colour 

changes).

Multi-frame creative

Brand in-view 
continuously. Use 

visuals to keep the 
attention span high and 
follow up with the key 

message.

Type(s) video, effects, 
motion. 

One- of multi-frame 
creative

Brand and key message 
in-view continuously. 

Visuals alternate, 
additional promotions 

are shown later.

Type(s) effects, motion. 

One-frame creative 
(still)

Brand, key message and visual are 
brought together into one image.

No animation.

Selecting the right type for your DOOH-creative



The campaign displayed below included objects that allowed for animation as well objects 
that did not. Two types of creatives were made: a one-frame creative suitable for the highway 
screens (figure 24)  and a multi-frame creative (figure 25) to be displayed in shopping malls. 
In the second version, the brand and key message were in-view continuously while the truck 
moved from left to right (motion). The last frame included the tag-on.  

Figure 24 (one-frame creative, highways) Figure 25 (multi-frame creative, shopping malls) 

Still,
One-frame creative

“6 Multi-frame creative 
with motion & effect



Figure 26 (one-frame creative. intersection) Figure 27 (multi-frame creative, in-store) 

“10 
Multi-frame 

creative 

Another example of a campaign that included two creative types. Figure 26 shows the still 
ad with the brand, key message and visual in-view continuously.  Figure 27 includes the 
in-store version, a multi-frame creative with a video compilation that included the brand in 
each and every frame. 

Still, 
one-frame 

creative



6. Too much branding does 
not kill an ad 
 



WHO WE ARE

We have probably all seen or heard it before: showing a logo 

too often is supposed to negatively impact the opportunity to 

get the message across. Some say people are likely to stop 

caring as soon as they notice a logo.

Behavioural and neuro-scientific research has not been able to 

link ineffective creatives with continuously showing a logo. 

What has been proven is that when consumers are not able to 

observe a logo, chances are higher they won’t be able to 

connect an ad to the correct brand.

Additionally, a familiar logo tends to increase the attention 

people have for a creative, as we are more likely to look at (and 

listen to) information we are already familiar with. 

Smart marketers use their logo in the right way in the fight for 

consumer attention. 

A logo is the anchor in the 
memory of the consumer

Tips for correct branding
 in DOOH-creatives: 

Integrate brand in copy and visual
Use the logo that is most familiar with the audience. 
This usually is a combination of the brand in copy as 
well as the visual logo elements.

Be hesitant of light font-weight
Light, and sometimes even book (regular) 
font-weights are more difficult to observe from a 
distance. Does the logo include a light font-weight? 
Consider using the bold version for OOH creatives.

On top is the safest option
Prevent objects or other passersby in the object 
surroundings to block the brand. No time to 
manually check all locations? On top of the creative 
is the logo’s safe space. 



Figure 28 (logo at the bottom) Figure 29 (logo on top) 

The example below demonstrates the importance of logo placement. The logo in 
figure 29 would have been easier to observe from a distance had it been in a bold 
font-weight.  

Avg. eye level



Want to ensure your DOOH campaigns 
reach their full potential? Call for help! 

Contact at VIOOH
contact info

Tim Markestein
Head of Client Success S+A
tim@sage-archer.com
+3120-7028200




